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A. Ruiz [3] , where the muon trigger algorithm presented here will be used. Fig. I shows the ATLAS experiment and its subdetectors.
The ATLAS Hadronic Tile Calorimeter (TileCal) [4] is a sampling device formed by iron as passive material and plastic scintillating plates placed in perpendicular direction to the beam pipe as active medium. It is divided in a central barrel (1"71 < 1.0) and two extended barrels (0.8 < 1"71 < 1.7), with each barrel formed by 64 modules in the ¢ direction. The modules are divided in cells, which are grouped radially in three layers (named A, Be and D from the innermost to the Abstract-The Hadronic Tile Calorimeter (TileCal) at the ATLAS experiment is a detector made out of iron as passive medium and plastic scintiUating tiles as active medium. The light produced by the particles is converted to electrical signals which are digitized in the front-end electronics and sent to the backend system. The main element of the back-end electronics are the VME 9U Read-Out Driver (ROD) boards, responsible for data management, processing and transmission. A total of 32 ROD boards, placed in the data acquisition chain between the Level-I and Level-2 trigger, are needed to read out the whole calorimeter. They are equipped with fixed-point Digital Signal Processors (DSPs) that apply online algorithms on the incoming raw data.
Although the main purpose of TileCal is to measure the energy and direction of the hadronic jets, taking advantage of its projective segmentation soft muons not triggered at Levell (with PT < 5 GeV) can be recovered. A TileCal stand-alone muon identification algorithm is presented and its usage at Level-2 could improve the overaU ATLAS muon trigger in the low-PT range. Furthermore, the implementation of this algorithm at the ROD DSP level allows fast full scans on the calorimeter to trigger muons at Level-2, fulfilling the latency requirements at this stage.
This paper describes the implementation of this muon identification algorithm in the ROD DSPs and its performance on Monte Carlo data as well as the results on real data obtained during detector commissioning with cosmics.
The ROD boards contain two processing unit daughterboards equipped with ™S320C6414xTM fixed-point Digital Signal Processors (DSPs) to process the incoming raw data. The energy and timing of the signals are reconstructed using Optimal Filtering [6] for each channel and sent to the next step in the data acquisition chain. The capabilities of the DSP allow it to apply trigger-oriented algorithms in real time over the incoming data. A TileCal muon identification (TileMuId) [7] algorithm has been implemented in this device to be used at the Level-2 trigger. Picture of the Read-Out Driver motherboard with the two DSP processing unit mezzanine boards.
The set of thresholds used is determined and optimized for each cell depending on its size and 1] coordinate. The lower energy threshold is meant to cut the electronic noise and the minimum bias pileup events. The higher energy threshold is used to eliminate the hadronic showers. If the candidate found in the D layer is confirmed by cells in the BC and A layers following a projective pattern in 1] and having energies also compatible with a MIP (as Fig. 4 shows), the muon is tagged.
In addition, two strategies have been developed:
• Tight selection: MIP-like energy deposition is required in the three layers.
• Loose selection: In order to be efficient on events in which the muon loses a considerable fraction of its energy in one of the layers, muons are also tagged if the energy deposition in one layer exceeds the higher threshold.
II. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION
Muons with low transverse momentum (PT) are the characteristic signature for several B-physics processes. The AT-LAS muon spectrometer efficiency to trigger muons with PT < 5 GeV decreases significantly [8] due to the bending of the muon tracks by the magnetic field. For instance, very low-PT muons may not reach the middle station of the barrel muon spectrometer. Some of these muons can be recovered using information from TileCal at Level-2 trigger.
An algorithm to identify low PT muons, TileMuId, based on the energy deposited in cells with an 1]-projective pattern has been implemented in the TileCal ROD DSP core. This algorithm takes advantage, on one hand, of the typical energy deposition of the muons and, on the other hand, of the geometrical segmentation of the calorimeter.
The muon search in TileMuId starts from the outermost layer looking for any energy deposition in a single cell compatible with a minimum ionizing particle (MIP), defining the first candidates to muons. The condition required is that the energy deposition in the cell is comprised between a lower and a higher energy thresholds:
This algorithm is meant to be used at the Level-2 trigger, for the selection of B-Physics channels which requires soft muons in the final state. Currently, there are two trigger implementations in Athena (general framework for the ATLAS offline software) being used:
• TileLookForMu: Level-2 trigger algorithm fully implemented inside the Athena framework.
• TileRODMu: Level-2 trigger algorithm implemented in Athena that collects the muons found previously at the ROD level. This way, TileMuId, once implemented in the ROD DSP core, is processed in parallel over all the modules and its output is encoded and sent in the ROD data format to the Level-2 trigger.
With its implementation in the ROD DSPs, the information from TileMuId is inserted in the data stream as a ROD subfragment, which can be accessed at Level-2 trigger with low consumption of processing time. This way the information about low-PT muons in TileCal is sent for all the events accepted by Level-l trigger and by means of full scans at Level-2 trigger, new Regions of Interest can be created.
III. ALGORITHM PERFORMANCE
The performance of the ROD-based version of the algorithm (TileRODMu) has been studied in terms of efficiency and fraction of fakes with Monte Carlo data and the results obtained have been compared with the fully offline implementation of the TileMuId algorithm (TileLookForMu).
In addition, the results obtained executing the algorithm online in the ROD DSPs are shown with real data from the ATLAS commissioning with cosmic rays.
A. Performance with Monte Carlo Data
In order to distinguish whether a tagged muon corresponds to an actual muon in the simulation an acceptance cone of D.1] x D.¢ = O.2xO.12 is used. The dimensions of the cone are defined with single muon events as 40' of the distributions fact that TileCal is symmetric in qJ, the efficiency is uniform as a function of this coordinate as Fig. 8 shows.
The efficiency of the TileRODMu algorithm as a function of the muon PT (Fig. 9) is flat for muons with PT > 3 GeV, allowing a good performance in the low-PT range which indeed complements the performance of the ATLAS muon spectrometer. sampling ratio is less uniform. In the gap between long and extended barrels TileRODMu cannot be applied due to the fact that these data are processed by different RODs. Due to the and tight selection (open squares) using TileRODMu.
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The fraction of fakes as a function of TJ and ¢ (normalized to the total number of events) are shown in Fig. 10 and 11 , respectively. Again a flat distribution in ¢ is found but most of the fakes appear at high-TJ values, that is, in the extended barrel where cells are bigger and the projectivity is worse. TileRODMu (rv57%) in average, mainly because the latter cannot be used in the gap region. The fraction of fakes is at the level of rv4.l % for TileLookForMu and rv2.7% for THeRODMu. As expected, the J-t-tagging efficiency increases when applying the loose selection criteria, where the muons which lose a considerable fraction of the energy in a single layer are also tagged, but the fraction of fakes increases as well.
B. Performance with Cosmics Data
During ATLAS commissioning, a program of cosmic rays data acquisition has been planned for THeCal stand-alone and in combination with other subdetectors. The implementation of the algorithm in the ROD DSPs has been tested with real data during the detector commissioning with the acquisition of cosmic rays.
TileMuId is meant to identify TJ-projective muons (generated at the interaction point). Hence, cosmics are not the ideal data source for testing the algorithm. However, these data are a great chance to study the behavior of the algorithm using real muons and in the actual THeCal noise environment during ATLAS operation. Fig. 12 shows the display of a cosmic event acquired by the ATLAS experiment using all the subdetectors in a combined way. In particular, for the tight selection, the efficiencies are slightly bigger for TileLookForMu (",72%) than for Only events triggered by the Level-l calorimeter trigger [9] have been considered. As expected, a Landau-like distribution is obtained with maximum at rv 2 GeV.
Fig. 14 shows the ¢ distribution for the tagged muons which in this case is not flat but with an excess in the top-bottom regions due to the cosmics topology.
Finally, Fig. 15 shows the correlation between the 1] and ¢ coordinates of the muons identified with TileRODMu. The structure in TJ is due to the gap between the central and the extended barrels. The empty regions at certain ¢ values are due to THecal modules which were not powered in this particular run. 
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper summarizes the implementation of a TileCal stand-alone low-PT muon tagging algorithm inside the ROD DSPs, which can be used to enhance the performance of the ATLAS Level-2 trigger. From Monte Carlo data, high efficiencies are obtained for the algorithm ('""-'60% for PT > 2 GeV) in correlation with a small fraction of fakes ('""-'2.7%). This algorithm is implemented and being used during the ATLAS commissioning where it is used to tag cosmic muons.
